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both borough and county boards were to be set up to make
grants out of the rates towards the maintenance of local
denominational schools, on condition that the grant should
be a capitation one, proportioned to the number of children
in regular attendance who passed annual examinations in
reading, writing and arithmetic.
This extension of the powers of local authorities would have
required an act of parliament. So Robert Lowe, the respon-
sible whig minister, did the next best thing. In the ' revised
code' of 1861 he ruled that capitation grants in aid of main-
tenance should henceforward be conditional not only on
attendance but also on results. For each of the six years
between the ages of six and twelve, an appropriate standard
was fixed; and a grant could be earned by managers for every
child that could be proved to have reached its standard in an
annual examination conducted by H.M. inspector.
Refusal to submit would have been a confession of in-
efficiency. The case against the denominational schools
seemed proven when the annual grant fell by one quarter in
four years, although this was partly accounted for by Lowe's
restricting the grant so that it could be earned only in respect
of children of manual workers. Lowe's worst enemies had
to admit that more suitable reading-books now took the place
of the Bible and that school-children were better drilled in
arithmetic. Before the 'sixties were ended, a great increase
occurred in the number of schools that found that it paid them
to submit to inspection and examination. The t school of
industry' ideal paled before the code that fitted children for
new clerical openings.
Whatever Lowe's intentions, it was soon found, however,
that inspectors now tended to limit their activities to examin-
ing children in the three R's. The general tone and character
of the school—which was what the more reasonable denomin-
ationalists had meant by religious and moral training—might
be commented pn; but it soon became clear that this was too
unrneasurable to be taken into account in assessing grants.
A whole gamut of instructive studies and practical activities—

